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Abstract. Two sets A and B are one-one polynomial time equivalent (one-one p-equivalent) if 
there are polynomial time one-one reductions from A to B and from B to A. In this paper we 
show that all EXPTIME complete sets are one-one p-equivalent by length increasing reductions. 
Moreover we show this result for many complexity classes which can be proved by a straightforward 
diagonalization to contain P properly. 

We also obtain some nontrivial examples in EXPTIME - P which show the difference between 
one-one and many-one polynomial time equivalence relations. 

1. Introduction 

Many families of resource bounded recursive languages, such as P, NP or 
EXPTIME, have complete sets under polynomial time reductions. Let 3’ be one of 
such families. Any complete sets for 2’ are polynomial time reducible to each other, 
i.e. they are many-one polynomial time equivalent (many-one p-equivalent). This 
means that they have the same degree of difficulty under polynomial time reductions. 
Moreover we have an intuitive feeling that Z-complete sets have similar structure. 
Berman and Hartmanis defined this type of structural similarity between two sets 
by a existence of a polynomial time isomorphism (p-isomorphism), and conjectured 
(and also showed some evidence) that all NP complete (EXPTIME complete or 
PTAPE complete) sets are p-isomorphic. 

In this paper we will consider one-one polynomial time equivalence (one-one 
p-equivalence) relations, i.e. the existence of polynomial time one-one reductions 
to each other, and we will show that all EXPTIME-complete sets are one-one 
p-equivalent. We also extend this result to many complexity classes which provably 
contain P properly. 

Moreover we will also prove, at the same time, that all EXPTIME-complete sets 
are one-one p-equivalent by length increasing functions. So it follows from Theorem 
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1 of [3] that, if the inverse of each length increasing polynomial time injection is 
polynomial time computable, then all EXPTIME-complete sets are p-isomorphic. 

We also consider the problem whether all the sets in EXPTIME - P having the 
same many-one degree are structurally similar or not. We introduce a notion called 
‘functional immunity’ (f-immunity for short) that is another of the many possible 
analogues in complexity theory of the ‘immunity’-notion in recursive function theory 
[8], and show that it is useful for the investigation of this problem. 

2. Preliminaries 

Let ZI denote a fixed finite alphabet which contains at least 0 and 1, and let z* 
denote the set of all words on Z: By a language we mean a subset of 2”. We shall 
consider languages encoded over 2. We use 1x1 to denote the length of string x and 
#S to denote the number of elements in a set S. 

Our basic computation model is the standard multi-tape Turing machine (TM) 
acceptors and transducers [3,4,6]. Let P and NP denote the class of languages 
accepted by deterministic and nondeterministic polynomial time bounded TM 
acceptors, respectively, and let 

EXPTIME = cvO DTIME(2”“). 

Let ti denote the mapping from 2” to Z* computed by the ith polynomial time 
bounded TM transducer. We use F to denote { ti}i>O. We say that a function f is 
length increasing if for all w we have ]f( w)] > I w , and that f is (polynomial time) I 

invertible if f is a one-one mapping (not necessarily onto) and f ’ is also computable 
in polynomial time. We define several reduction relations as follows. 

Definition 2.1. Let A, B c 2”. 
( 1) A is many-one p-reducible to B (A S” B) if there is a function ti E 3 such 

that ti(X) E B iff x E A. 
(2) A is one-one p-reducible to B (A 6 , B) if A s,,, B by a one-one reduction. 
(3) A is length increasingly one-one p-reducible to B (A s,,~, B) if A 6, B by a 

length increasing reduction. 

It is clear that A d I.le B implies A <I B and that A sl B implies A So B. A set 
C is complete for 9, a class of languages, if C E 9? and A s,,, C for all A E 9. 

Definition 2.2. Let A, B E z*. 
(1) A and B are many-one p-equivalent (A =,,., B) if A G,,, B and B <,,., A. 
(2) A and B are one-one p-equivalent (A = 1 B) if A s 1 B and B d 1 A. 
(3) A and B are pseudo p-isomorphic (A =P I?) if A sl,le B and B sI_le A. 
(4) A and B are p-isomorphic (A = B) if A s,.,, B by an invertible bijection f; that 

is,As,BbyfandB<,Abyf’. 
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The following theorem shows the relation between pseudo p-isomorphism and 
p-isomorphism. 

Theorem 2.3 ([3, Theorem 11). If A sP B by invertible reductions, then A = B. 

3. Pseudo p-isomorphism of complete sets 

In this section we first show that all EXPTIME-complete sets are pseudo p- 
isomorphic. That is, we prove that all EXPTIME-complete sets are one-one 
p-equivalent and that these equivalence relation can be achieved by length 
increasing reductions.’ Then we extend this result to other complexity classes and 
show that, for many deterministic complexity classes which can be proved to contain 
P properly, the same result holds. 

In recursive function theory, a concept ‘cylinder’ is used to construct one-one 
reductions from many-one reductions. In [9] a set A is called p-cylinder if A = A x 2”. 

Here we show that EXPTIME-complete sets have a property very similar to this. 

Theorem 3.1. Let A be any EXPTIME complete set. Then A =,, A xX*. 

It is clear that A sl.le A xZ*. So we need to show that A XX* sl.le A. 
Berman and Hartmanis constructed a set in EXPTIME whose reduction to any 

other set must be one-one almost everywhere [3]. Here we extend this idea to obtain 
a length increasing one-one p-reduction from A x X* to A. First we define a set C 
by giving a description of a TM acceptor MC that accepts C. The inputs to MC 
must be of the form (i, x, y), where i is a positive integer, and x, y are words in E*. 

Let MA denote an exponential time bounded TM acceptor that accepts A. On an 
input z, z = (i, x, y), MC operates as follows (where n is used to denote 1~1): 

begin 
(1) compute u = ti(( i, x, y)) for 2” actual steps. If the computation needs more 

than 2” steps then go to step (4). 
(2) if 1 ul d lzj then if MA accepts u then MC rejects z 

else MC accepts z 
else go to step (3). 

(3) for all (x’, y’) such that (x’, y’) < (x, y) in lexicographic order do 
(a) compute ti( (i, x’, y’)) for 2” actual steps. 
(b) if the computation of (a) needs more than 2” steps then go to step (4). 
(c) if u = ti(( i, x’, y’)) then if MA accepts x’ then MC rejects z 

else MC accepts z 
else go to the next loop. 

’ The same result was independently shown by Dr. L. Berman in his Ph.D. Thesis (1977). We will 
state a more simple and easy proof here. 
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(4) MC accepts 2 iff MA accepts x. 
end 

In the following we will show several properties of the set C. It is easy to show 
that, for some c > 0, the computation time of MC is bounded by 2’” steps. 

Lemma 3.2. C E EXPTIME. 

Lemma 3.3. If C is p-reducible to A by some function ti E Y, then there exist ni > 0 
such that 

(1) Iti((i,x,Y#“i>)l>l(i,x,Y#“i>l. 
(2) For all (x’, y’) and (x, y) such that (x’, y’) f (x, y), we have ti((i, x’, Y’#“~)) Z 

ti((i, X, y#“i)). 

(3) For all x and y, we have (i, x, y#“i)E C i_ffrxE A. 

Proof. The acceptor MC uses an ordinary universal TM transducer, MT to compute 
each function tj in 9. Since each tj is polynomially computable, there exists a 
polynomial pj such that for all x, 1x1~ n, MT computes tj within pj steps. Let ni be 
an integer such that pi < 2” for all n > ni. 

(1) Suppose that there exist x and y such that Iti((i, x, y#“i))l< I(i, x, y#“i)l. Since 
ti(( i, x, y # “i)) is computable within 2” steps, the computation of MC on input 
(i, x, y # “i) reaches step (2). Thus 

(i, x, y#“i)E C e MC accepts (i, x,y+kni) 

e MA rejects ti((i, X, y+kni>) 

@ ti((i, x, y#“i))& A. 

This contradicts the fact that ti is a reduction from C to A. 
(2) Suppose that there exist x and y such that for some (x’, y’), (x’, y’) < (x, y), 

ti(( i, x’, y’# “i)) = ti(( i, x, y # “i)). Let (x’, y’) be the smallest such pair by lexico- 
graphic order. Then it is easy to show that the execution of MC on (i, x’, y’# “i) and 
on (i, x, y # “0 terminate at step (4) and at step (3)(c) respectively. Thus 

(i, x, y#“i)E C @ MC accepts (i, x, y#kfli) 

e MA rejects x’ 

($ (i, x’, Y’#“~)& C. 

But ti(( i, x’, y’# nf)) = ti(( i, X, y # “i)), which contradicts the fact that ti is a reduction 
from C to A. 

(3) From (1) and (2) we have that, for all x and y, the execution of MC on input 
(i,x,y#“i) reaches step (4). So (i,x,y#“i)EC if and only if xEA. Cl 

Proof of Theorem 3.1. Since C E EXPTIME and A is EXETIME-complete, there 
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exists a p-reduction ti from C to A. Then ti satisfies the conditions of Lemma 3.3. 
So f, a one-one and length increasing p-reduction from A X 2” to A, is defined as 
follows: 

f((s .Y>) = b((C x9 Y#“i))- Cl 

Corollary 3.4. Let A and B be any EXPTIME-complete sets. Then A zP B. 

Proof. Let f be a one-one and length increasing p-reduction from B x 2” to B. 
Since A E EXPTIME and B is EXPTIME-complete, there exists a p-reduction g 
from A to B. Then we can define h, a one-one and length increasing p-reduction 
from A to B, as follows: 

h(x) =fUgbL x>). 
Thus we have A s,.le B. The proof of converse is analogous. Cl 

Let 9 be a class of languages accepted by resource bounded TM acceptors. It is 
obvious that if 9 2 EXPTIME, then the same result as Corollary 3.4 also holds for 
9. However, it is also easy to show the same result for many other resource bounded 
deterministic complexity classes by slightly modifying the definition of Me 

A function f(n) is said to be more than polynomial if for any polynomial p(n), 
f(n) > p( n) for almost all n. 

Theorem 3.5. Let S(n) be a tape constructible function which is more than polynomial. 
Then all complete sets for DTAPE( S( n)) are pseudo p-isomorphic. 

Proof. It is easy to modify MC so that MC is S(n) tape bounded. Here we omit 
the proof since it is almost the same as those of Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4. ??

The above theorem implies that for almost all tape bounded complexity classes 
which are provable to contain P properly by a usual diagonalization technique [4,6], 
we have such one-one equivalence results. Unfortunately we need more restrictions 
on resource bounded functions when we consider time complexity. 

For any k> 0, we define k-SUBEXPTIME by 

k-SUBEXPTIME = u DTIME(2C”“‘). 
c>o 

Theorem 3.4. Let k > 0. All complete sets for k-SUBEXPTIME are pseudo p-isomor- 
phic. 

Proof. In order to make MC 2cn”k time bounded, we have to modify MC so that it 
may not examine more than 2cn1’k different words in step 3. That is, A& is constructed 
to ensure that if (x’, y’) and (x, y) differ within the first n*lk bits, then ti((i, x’, y’)) # 
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ti(( i, x, y)). We define a one-one and length increasing p-reduction from A x Z* to 
A as follows: 

f((Xy y)) = ti((i, Xy y #(‘X’+‘y’)k+ni))* 

The rest of the proof is the same as that of Corollary 3.4. •J 

As a corollary of Theorem 3.1 we will show some structural property of 
EXPTIME-complete sets. 

For each set A c_ 2*, define the census function C, of A by C, = #{x E A 11x1 s n}. 
A set A has exponential density if there exists a polynomial p such that CA( p( n)) = 
~(2”). Balcazar and Schiining show that, for every EXPTIME-complete set A, both 
A and A” (the complement of the set A) must have exponential density [ 11. An 
immediate corollary of Theorem 3.1 gives us this result. 

Corollary 3.7. Let A be any EXPTIME-complete set. Then both A and A” have 
exponential density, 

4. Structural differences among many-one p-equivalent sets 

From Corollary 3.4 we know that all EXPTIME-complete sets have similar 
structures. Now we have a question: Are all the sets in EXPTIME - P having the 
same many-one degree structurally similar? In this section we will consider this 
problem. 

There are many sorts of ‘structural similarity’. Among them ‘similarity of density’ 
is the lowest type of similarity and the easiest one to consider. It is easy to construct 
two sets in EXPTIME - P of a same many-one degree which do not have a similar 
density (e.g. one is sparse and the other is of exponential density). These two sets, 
of course, differ in higher types of similarity. So we have an answer to the above 
question. However, to get deeper understanding of the structural properties of the 
class EXPTIME, we need to consider higher types of similarity. Here we will 
investigate similarities such as one-one p-equivalence and pseudo p-isomorphism. 
For them, the above mentioned question becomes as follows: Are there any sets in 
EXPTIME - P which have the same many-one degree and a similar density, but do 
not have these types of similarity? We will also consider what concepts are useful 
for showing structural nonsimilarity of these types. 

From the proof of Corollary 3.4, we know that if each set A in EXPTIME - P is 
one-one p-equivalent (respectively pseudo p-isomorphic) to its cylinderification 
A x Z* then any sets of the same many-one degree must be one-one p-equivalent 
(resp. pseudo p-isomorphic). Moreover any set A and its cylinderification A x 2* 
have a same many-one degree. This motivates us to consider the structural similarity 
relation between one set and its cylinderification. 
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In recursive function theory the concepts ‘simpleness’ and ‘immunity’ are intro- 
duced to study the difference between one-one and many-one reducibilities. These 
notions have been also introduced into computational complexity theory [ 1,2,3]. 

A set A is immune if it is infinite and for all B in P we have that B @ A. 
Recently Balcazar and Schoning have introduced a stronger notion ‘strong bi- 

immunity’ and have showed that there exist strongly bi-immune (so immune) sets 
in EXPTIME of any (reasonable) density [l]. So we have a set Al such that A, and 
Ai are of exponential density and that A, is immune. From this fact it is easy to 
show the following Proposition. 

Proposition 4.1. There exists a set A, in EXPTIME- P such that A, and Ai are of 
exponential density and that A, XE*P I.le A, (so A, ~2:” f, A,). 

However, it seems to be difficult to get examples of non one-one p-equivalent 
sets using this type of immunity only. So we will introduce the following notion. 

A set A is functionally immune (f-immune for short) if A and A” (complement 
of A) are of exponential density and for all one-one polynomially computable 
function g we have g(Z*) P A. 

Using a technique similar to that used in [l] we obtain an f-immune set in 
EXPTIME - P. 

Theorem 4.2. There exists an f-immune set A2 in EXPTIME - P. 

Proof. We will construct the desired set A2 by a stage construction. At stage n, for 
each string of length n we determine whether it is put into A2 or not. For any string 
x E 2” let E = lx and E = Ox respectively. 

Stage 0: AZ+0 and i+l. 
Stage n > 0: 

Case (a) t,(X) is computable in 2” steps for all x, 1x1 d n, and ti is not one-one 
on {x11x{ 6 n} then 

A2*A2uOIn-1 and i+i+l. 

Case (b) ti( X) is computable in 2” steps for all x, 1x1 d n, and there is a x such 
that 1x1 d n and I ti(x)l = n then 

A,+A,uOZ”-‘u{ti(x)}-{ti(x)} and i+i+l. 

Case (c) Otherwise A2 + A2 u 0 Znvl. 
Then it is easy to show that A2 E EXPTIME and that A2 is f-immune. Suppose 

that A2 E P, then we can define the following polynomially computable one-one 
function f: 

f( )=( 
Ox if Ox E AZ, 

X 
lx otherwise. 
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But f( 2 *) c AZ, which contradicts the f-immunity of A*. Cl 

This set A2 satisfies our purpose. 

Corollary 4.3. There exists a set A2 in EXPTIME-P such that A2 and A; are of 
exponential density and that A2 x .E * 6, A2 (so A2 x 2 * f , AZ). 

5. Conclusion 

We will summarize our results and state related open problems. 
We showed that all EXPTIME-complete sets are pseudo p-isomorphic (i.e. one- 

one p-equivalent by length increasing reductions). How can we extend this to other 
complexity classes ? For the tape complexity measure, we can prove this result for 
almost all complexity classes which can be proved to contain P properly by a 
straightforward diagonalization technique. For the time complexity measure we can 
prove it for K-SUBEXPTIME (i.e. Uc,O DTIME(2c”“A)) for any k. However, at 
present we can not prove it, for example, for classes such as lJc,O DTIME(2c’og2”). 
The following problems are interesting: 

(1) Can we prove a pseudo p-isomorphic result for such classes as 
uc>O DTIME(2c’ogZ”)? 

(2) Are all NP-complete sets pseudo p-isomorphic (or one-one p-equivalent) if 
P # NP? Can we strengthen Mahaney’s result [7]? 

Although we proved that all EXPTIME-complete sets are pseudo p-isomorphic, 
it seems difficult to show that they are p-isomorphic. The main difficulty is the 
(polynomial time) invertibility of polynomial time computable one-one functions 
[9]. If each polynomial time computable function is invertible, then pseudo p- 
isomorphism is the same as p-isomorphism. So we have the following open problem: 

(3) Find an example to show the difference between pseudo p-isomorphism and 
p-isomorphism assuming the existence of a noninvertible polynomial time one-one 
function. 

From the above result we know that sp and = ,,, (so = 1 and =,) coincide on 
EXPTIME-complete sets. There also exist examples of sets on which = p (respectively 
= 1) differs from =,.,,. A sparse (cosparse) set A and its cylinderification A x I* are 
trivial examples since it is obvious that A cm A x I* and that A f 1 A x 2* (so 
A P, A x Xc*). We obtained such nontrivial examples. That is, we constructed a set 
A in EXPTIME - P such that both of A and A” (complement of A) are exponential 
density and that A rm A ~2’” but A fl A x2* (so A f, A x2*). It is interesting 
to consider the following problem: 

(4) Are there such examples in NP- P (if P # NP)? Note that it is difficult to 
show the existence of a sparse set in NP - P (if P # NP) [SJ. 
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